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Hook:
Life is a maze everywhere i walk 

Theres a wall closing in certain paths get me lost
if i acknowledge him in every single way 

Then he will direct my path as I'm running through the maze

(Bridge)

Dear Lord will you guide me 
So i never get lost in another

Lost in another 
Dear Lord will you guide me 
So i never get lost in another

Lost in another Maze

Verse 1:

I remember in school looking around at those success banners 
With all the wise quotes about learning and good manners

Yeah man its funny how that picture of success paints 
Sometimes it ain't what you know its who you know yet its still faint 

In a world full of dreamers 
The goal to work for yourself with your own demeanour i mean A 

simple piece of paper defines that 
Kind of ironic since the paper is what runs all that 

For a while i used to try figure out where my life was 
Until i started writing then i realized what my life was

A school i went to said the power of potential
An Now i know the power thank the man for those credentials

Verse 2:

Sometimes the realist friends you have ain't alive anymore 
Plus they have your back in that next life thats in store 
If y'all only knew my late nights and morning thoughts

Then you would know how deep i really am but might get lost 
I'm in my feelings let me stop it 

Back to the main subject 
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Pop quizzes tend to hit you from time to time when you least expect it 
Whats the answer cheaters are quick to look at your paper 

Hit em with a Christmas tree then rearrange it later 
A hard head makes a soft behind so they say

Take a look around you see a lot of that today 
I'm feeling lyrical must be from that spiritual guidence 

Something empirical nothing short of miracle
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